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Lawmakers Cast Wide Net in Search for Drug Price Solutions

By Shira Stein

Democrats focused on drug patents and Medicare price negotiation
Republicans worried about Trump international pricing model

Members of the House Oversight Committee are casting a broad net in an e�ort to bring soaring drug
costs under control, but the lack of consensus on the main problem they need to address could make
it di�cult to �nd a solution.

“There is a strong bipartisan consensus that we must do something, something meaningful,” House
Oversight Chairman Elijah Cummings (D-Md.) said at a Jan. 29 hearing. He later reminded the witnesses
and members that they should focus on solutions, not just the problems facing the committee.

President Donald Trump also made the point of asking Rep. Mark Meadows (R-N.C.) to tell Cummings
that Trump is “serious about working in a bipartisan way to lower prescription drug prices,” Meadows
said. Meadows is chairman of the conservative House Freedom Caucus.

Drug pricing is one of the rare policy areas where Democrats and Trump can �nd common ground this
Congress. Democrats have made lowering drug prices a priority for their new majority, and Trump has
focused on releasing proposals to that end. 

Varying Interests

The committee’s Democrats were interested in hearing from witnesses about how patents and
exclusivity periods for biologics, drugs made from living cells that treat complex diseases like cancer,
play a role in leading to higher drug prices.

Aaron Kesselheim, a professor at Harvard Medical School, suggested the committee should examine
how the federal Patent and Trademark O�ce grants patents for drugs.

Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi (D-Ill.) said that he wants to see the exclusivity period for biologics, similar to
a patent for branded drugs, shortened.

Krishnamoorthi also said he was concerned that the U.S.-Mexico-Canada trade agreement would
prevent Congress from taking action on that front. Under the proposed trade pact, all three countries
would have to have the same exclusivity period for biologics, so Congress would be unable change the
length of that exclusivity period without consensus.
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Multiple Democrats also brought up the possibility of allowing Medicare to directly negotiate drug
prices with pharmaceutical companies. Kesselheim said that it would drive prices of drugs down to
their actual value.

Rep. Katie Hill (D-Calif.) was interested in hearing more about direct-to-consumer advertising from
pharmaceutical companies. The Trump administration has a proposed rule that industry consultants
expect will require drugmakers who are selling drugs to Medicare to put the list price of the product on
their television advertisements.

Kesselheim told Hill that those advertisements typically drive prescribing of higher-cost drugs, but that
e�ective drugs don’t need to be advertised. Catherine Alicia Georges, national volunteer president for
AARP, also said she is concerned those ads can be harmful because the prices aren’t included in the
advertisement.

Meadows and other Republicans on the committee raised concerns about the e�ect of the Trump
administration’s proposed International Pricing Index regulation and how it could a�ect the market.

The IPI model would peg what Medicare and Medicaid pays drug companies for drugs administered in
a doctor’s o�ce to the amount other countries pay.

Kesselheim said other countries pay di�erent prices for drugs because they use evidence about the
cost of the drug and its actual e�ectiveness in pricing negotiations.
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